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Abstract. An analytical solution for gas temperature distribution in the inter-· 
electrode space of a diode sputtering system with fixed electrode temperatures is 
given. The interelectrode space is separated into two regions: anode and cathode, 
and the only region with heat sources is supposed to be the cathode region. The 
heat transfer equations are written for the two regions separately and the values 
at the common boundary are equalized. For common boundary is chosen the end 
of the Dark Cathode Space (DCS). The heat transfer coefficient is given in a 
power law form, and for linearization of the solution a power law transformation 
for temperature is accomplished. The above treatment allows a new considera
tion for the wall temperature falls . Since the pressure in the system is constant, 
the gas density wjll depend on the gas temperature, and all mean free paths of 
the moving particles in the interelectrode space will depend on the temperature 
distribution, more over all discharge parameters will depend on it. The charge 
transfer beti'een ions and atoms for heat sources determination are taken into 
account. 

1. Introduction 

The main parts of a diode sputtering discharge (Fig. 1) are the Dark Cathode Space 
(DCS) and the negative glow. The positive ions, born near the negative glow moving 
to the cathode transform to fast atoms by charge transfer. The fast atoms are scattered 

• in DCS due to the atom collisions. A part of these reach the cathode and sputter it, 
the rest are relaxed in the gas and give raise to its temperature. According to the laws 

p = nkT and [ = ~, where p is the constant pressure in the vacuum system, n and 
n -

T are the density and the temperature of the gas, k is the Boltzmann constant, l is the 
mean free path of the moving particles in the gas, the temperature will determine the 
mean free path and all discharge parameters. 
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main parts of a diode sputtering dis
charge and accepted coordinate system 

The aim of the work is to describe the gas temperature distribution between the 
electrodes in a diode sputtering system. 

2. Method of Solution Without Taking into Account the Wall Tem
perature Falls 

The heat transfer is described separately for the region of DCS (index 1), where there 
are heat sources Q(x), and for ail.ode region (AR), (index 2) where the heat sources are 
negligible. The zero coordinate is chosen to be on the boundary of these two regions 
(Fig. 1). 

(1) 

where x is the coordinate, and x ;:::: 0 for each region, T is the gas temperature, and 
>. = >.0Ta is the heat transfer coefficient, chosen in a common power law. To solve 

ya+l 
the Eq (1) a power law transformation of the temperature is chosen: () = --

1
, the 

. a+ 
. x ) x~Q(e) . d d coordinates are normalized to the DCS width Xe ce = - ' and --,- lS enote as 

Xe AO 

f (0. After equalizing the values on the common boundary, the transfonned temperature 
distributions in region (1) and (2) are 

[ 

1 ~ l ~ ~ 
e1 Ce) = ecea) + e(1) - ocea) + j di, j J (Ode ~:: ~ - j di, j J(e)di,, 

0 0 0 0 

o::::: e::::: 1 

O,(E) ~ O(Ea) + [0(1) - O(Ea) + ! dl. ! f(E)dl,l ~: ~; . 
0::::: e::::: ea 

(2) 
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where e(ea) and ()(1) are the transformed temperature (TT) of the walls, and if there 

is no heat transfer to the anode Cea = oo), f0
1 ~ f0~ f(e)~ is the maximum possible 

value of the TT, added by the heat sources. 
E}quations (2) are derived without taking into account the wall temperature falls. 
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Fig. 2. The distribution of the transformed temperature (} = -- in the normal
o: + 1 

ized (to the cathode dark space width) coordinates ~ = x . Region I is the cathode 
Xe 

dark space region, region 2 is the rest space, and x ? 0 for each region. {}(~a) and 

()(1) are the anode and cathode transf9rmed temperatures. f; ~fo~ f(E,)~ is the 
maximum possible value on the transformed temperature added by the heat sources 

Figure 2 shows the solution, which is linear in the anode region (2), and has a 
maximum in the DCS region denoted as (1). 

6.,() is introduced as an addition over the. line [(}(ea) ... (}(1)]. The normalized 6.,() 

with the maximum possible value f
0
1 ~ f0~ f (~)~, denoted as 17, is plotted in Fig. 3. 

The maximum value for a given ~a is 

1 
_ ~a + ~M _ c'l9+2 

JM - ea+ 1 '>M 
(3) 

where 

[ 
1 ]rr.h 

~M= (~a+1)(19+2) 
(4) 

is the coordinate of the maximum, and 19 is the power of a general law of heat sources 
distribution, discussed for diode sputtering systems in [1]: 

f (~) = Qox~ ~19 = Fo~19 . 
.Ao 

(5) 

The normalized 1J over the addition 6.,() from (2), plotted in Fig. 3 shows the possible 
places of the maximum. For power sources distribution Q(() in a diode glow discharge, 
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two practical limits are supposed [1]: linear and quadratic. Full lines are used for linear 
case, and dashed for quadratic. The maximum of the transformed gas temperature will 
be 

(6) 

1 t; 

where 110M = (~~a+}~ - ~ft2) l d~ l f(~)d~, and for (5) 

0 0 

l1B _ (~a+ ~M ~'19+2) Fa 
M - ~a + 1 . - . M ( '!9 + 1) ( '!9 + 2) 

(7) 

After back transformation the temperature in the maximum is given by 

(8) 

The formula (8) is derived without taking into account the wall temperature falls. The 
same transfonnation can be written for the temperature distribution (2). 

3. Method of Solution taking into account the Wall Temperature 
Falls 

At a distance of about two mean free paths - [near the walls, the heat transfer Eqs (1) 
become invalid for the atoms and molecules. The heat transfer conditions are changed, 
now the heat transfer is between the particles and the walls and depends on their 
coefficients of accommodation {3 and on the ratio between their specific heat capacities 

at constant pressure and at constant volume: 'Y = Cp. These differences in heat transfer 
. Cv 
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result in a temperature fall n:ear the wall. According to Kenard [2], to equalize the two 
heat fluxes, the necessary 6..T must be 

where 

and for atomic gases [2] 

6..T = g grad T 

2 - /3 9/ - 5 -
g - l 

- /3 2(1+1) ' 

2 -
g ~ -l 

/3 

where [is the mean free path of gas atoms. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

In the heat transfer· Eqs (1) the heat transfer coefficient was taken in a general form 
as a power law dependence of the temperature,\= ,\0T°'. In the theory for temperature 
fall, however, it is constant [2]. To use the same equalization of the heat transfer in 
the gas and on the walls [2], the transformed temperature distribution (2) must be used 

(see Fig. 4). 

T 

0 x 

Fig. 4. Definition of wall temperature fall according to Kenard [2]. 

qa = >. ~ is the gas heat flow to the anode 

We consider the described above method as a new, more general appro<;lch to the 

wall temperature falls theory. 
The normalized values of g from (11) for anode and cathode walls are 

9a 2la 9e 2le 
~ga = - ~ -- and ~ge = - ~ -/3 . 

Xe /3aXe Xe eXe 
(12) 

Figure 5 shows the transformed temperature dependence now taking into account 

the temperature falls near the walls. It is evident that 

d02 d01 
6'.0a =~gad[• for the anode and 6'.0e = ~ged[' for the cathode (13) 
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and since for the glow sputtering discharges the following condition holds [2]: 

2(lp) lcf3a Qox~ --«---«--
{J(XcP) laf3c Ao . 

(14) 

Then from (13), (12), (2) and (5), after reducing the small terms against (14), the 
transformed temperature falls are given by 

1 

fl(}a ~ ~ga (~a+ l~(t9 + 2) J f(~)d~ 
0 

1 
(15) 

flOc ~ ~gc [ 1 - (~a+ l~(t9 + 2)] J f(~)d~ · 
0 

From the ratio flOOc = (~a+ l)(t9 + 2) - 1 it is possible to estimate the reduction of 
fl a 

heat transfer flow to the anode by increasing the anode region width ~a· From (5) and 
(15) the transformed temperature falls can be calculated from 

fl() ~ c Fa 
a~ <.,ga(~a + l)(t9+2)(t9+1) 

Fa 
fl()c ~ ~gc-.o-- - fl(}a 

u+l 
0(1) = Oc + fl()c 

()(~a) = ()a+ fl()a 

(16) 

(17) 

and after back transfonnation from () to .T (see (2)), the temperature in the maximum 
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will be 

T~+I _ { T~+l Tf{.+ 1 + Fo [ 2 ] } ~a+ ~M 
a+l - a+l - a+l '!9+1 ~gc-~ga(~a+l)('!9+2) ~a 

(18) 
Fo 

+77M('!9+l)('!9+ 2) 

For temperature dependencies T(l) - (for region 1) and T(~a) - (for region 2), 
corresponding to 0(1) and O(~a) from Eqs (2) and from Figs 2 and 5 

{ 

T(1) 0+ 1 T~+I Fo [ 2 ] 
a+l = a+l - '!9+1 ~gc-~ga(~a+l)('!9+2) 

T(t: )°'+1 T°'+1 p, t: <,a = _a_ + 0 <,ga 
a+l a+l '!9+l(~a+l)('!9+2) 

{~Tc= T(l) - Tc 

~Ta= T(~a) - Ta 

where T and Ta are known from the water cooling of the electrodes. 

4. Conclusion 

(19) 

(20) 

An analytical solution for gas temperature distribution in the interelectrode space of 
a diode sputtering system with fixed electrode temperature was performed. The heat 
transfer coefficient is given in a power law form, and for linearization of the solution a 
power law transfom1ation for temperature is accomplished. The above treatment allows 
a new consideration for the wall temperature fall. As the pressure in the system is con
stant, the gas density will depend on the gas temperature, and all mean free paths of the 
moving particles in the interelectrode space will depend on the temperature distribution; 
moreover all the discharge parameters will depend on it also. This approach takes into 
account the charge transfer between ions and atoms for heat sources determination. 
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